TECH wins Sprints

The MIT track team took a fifth place overall at the Greater Northeast Championships at Boston College last Sunday, May 7, after being defeated by Coast Guard College the day before by a score of 79-75. The technicians finished their regular season with a 2-2 record.

At the GBCC, Bob Tronnier '73 was the pointergetter for MIT by winning both the 200 yd. hurdles and the 440 yd. intermediate hurdles, with times of 21.8 and 55.3 seconds respectively. Tronnier's time in the 120 yd. hurdles also tied his own record with a 2-2 record.

Grasso (MIT) 130'3"; 2. Peck (MIT) 149'3" Coinage (MIT) 142'1"; 2. Blonglay (CG) 142'4".

The results of the earlier Coast Guard meet are as follows:

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{Hammer Throw: 1. Moore (MIT) 142'1"; 2. Grasso (MIT) 130'3"; 3. Peck (MIT) 149'3".} \\
\end{array}
\]

Next up:

No doubt but that Tech's most valuable player was John Kaufer '73 in the vault with a jump of 6'0".

The lightweight fresher, third in the vault with a distance of 46'1", broke a Tech record.